
 

 

  

NEWS FROM 
TAYLOR 

DEVICES, INC. 
This newsletter is 

directed to all 
shareholders of      

Taylor Devices, Inc.  

We hope that it will 
generate interest in the 
company, plus provide 
current financial and 
project information.  

KEEPING AN 
EYE ON     

THE FUTURE 
Taylor Devices is 

keeping an eye on   
the future and          

GOING GREEN! 

Newsletters can be 
found by visiting 

https://www.taylorde
vices.com/about-

us/investors/      
under the “About Us” 
tab on our website. 

 Alternately, 
newsletters can be 
emailed directly by 
subscribing to the 

newsletter email list 
at the same website. 

A hard copy of the 
newsletter may also 

be requested by 
calling directly to the 
Taylor Devices, Inc.  
Reception Desk at   
(716) 694-0800.  

 

   
Taylor Devices, Inc. completed the second quarter of its fiscal year on November 30, 
2020, and its third quarter on February 28, 2021. Comparative financial results for 
the second, third quarter and nine-month periods are as follows:  

SECOND QUARTER (11/30/20)  F/Y   2021          F/Y   2020 
SALES       $ 4,717,597            $  7,702,425 
NET EARNINGS    $    645,290            $     917,006 
EARNINGS PER SHARE             $0.19                       $0.26 
AVERAGE # SHARES OUTSTANDING    3,487,192                3,478,716 

THIRD QUARTER (02/28/21)  F/Y   2021          F/Y   2020 
SALES       $ 4,772,371            $  7,234,195 
NET EARNINGS    $    182,318            $     782,752 
EARNINGS PER SHARE             $0.05                       $0.22 
AVERAGE # SHARES OUTSTANDING    3,487,599                3,478,914 

NINE MONTHS (02/28/21)    F/Y   2021          F/Y   2020 
SALES       $15,249,425            $20,645,259 
NET EARNINGS    $  1,003,619            $  2,054,335 
EARNINGS PER SHARE              $0.29                       $0.59 
AVERAGE # SHARES OUTSTANDING     3,487,801                3,479,033 

“The accelerated progress made on our Continuous Improvement initiatives during this time of lower 
business volume positions us well to execute more efficiently at higher business volumes as our 
markets rebound from the negative impacts of the virus,”  stated Tim Sopko, CEO. He further 
commented, “While it remains to be seen how the impacts of the pandemic will play out on our path 
forward, booking activity has been on the rise this past quarter with YTD bookings almost $3,000,000 
better than this time last year, which is encouraging.”   
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  ANNUAL SHAREHOLDERS MEETING – REPORTS      aa                                                                                                                            
The Annual Meeting of Shareholders was held virtually on October 23, 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and in 
compliance with the NYS Senate Bill 8412 signed by Governor Andrew Cuomo on June 17, 2020, there was not a 
physical meeting. Shareholders who wanted to attend were asked to register and provided a protected passcode and 
were welcomed to attend this year’s meeting virtually.  

At the Annual Meeting, reports were given by socially distanced members of the Executive and Management staff.  A 
summary of these reports are as follows: 

 John Burgess, Chairman of the Board, Opened the 2020 Annual Meeting promptly at 11:00 am and moved 
meeting forward, adhering to proper procedures and protocol. 

 Timothy Sopko, Chief Executive Officer, acknowledged the exceptional employee response to the challenges 
presented by the Coronavirus Pandemic. Despite a decline in sales for the year vs. 2019 ($28.4 M vs. $33.6 M), very 
good progress was made this year relative to Continuous Improvement. On-time delivery improved 20%, inventory 
was reduced (-8%), gross income (+8%), gross profit (+6%), operating income (+3%), net income (+3%) increased 
as a percentage of sales. Net cash was improved by almost 200%. The top priority for 2021 will be to improve the 
on-time delivery of high-quality existing, new, and improved products to our customers. This will be accomplished 
with further optimization of Taylor Devices’ business practices, equipment, and facilities, along with the development 
of our employees.    

 Alan R. Klembczyk, President, reported improved profitability notwithstanding a downturn of total sales revenue. 
Despite the challenges throughout FY2020, our team remains well-aligned to continue to reach the short-term and 
long-term goals of increased revenue and profitability. Many projects that were pending are delayed, not cancelled.  

 Todd Avery, Vice President, Operations, presented an overview of the plans deployed in FY2020 to achieve better 
results enabled by better systems, processes, and training. Fiscal year 2021 will see Taylor’s improvement continue 
in the areas relating to information and material flow across all value streams. 

 Paul Crvelin, Vice President, Engineering, reported that despite the negative effects of COVID-19 on aerospace 
shipments in the last quarter of FY2020, the Company continues to work on new programs that will help sustain sales 
for many years to come. Also, our world-class testing capabilities make Taylor Devices stand out. We continue to 
seek out new business for our testing services.    

 Bob Schneider/Craig Winters, Industrial and Seismic Products Sales Managers, reported challenging results 
for FY2020. The total sales of construction related products and crane buffers represented 62% of the Company’s 
sales for FY2020. Although sales figures are down and experiencing effects of the pandemic, there are reasons for 
optimism. The number of projects in pipeline approaching order stage are favorable, and though several projects 
have been delayed, none have been cancelled. New sales and marketing efforts have been initiated to reverse trend 
of declining sales of the seismic and wind protection dampers. 

 Mark McDonough, Chief Financial Officer, reported within the fiscal challenges of FY2020, Taylor Devices finished 
with good results. He expressed continued confidence as we invest in improved operations in the factory, as well as 
the office facilities. Taylor Devices looks optimistically to the future for profitable growth to continue into FY2021 and 
beyond. The financial information is available in the Company’s annual report and 10-K filings with the SEC which 
can be found at the Company’s website through the Investor Information link. 

 

 



 

 

 

  

In the last Taylor newsletter, we laid out a Future State Vision for our 
material flow in manufacturing, one that drastically reduces the travel 
distance waste for our material and people, thereby providing for a 
more efficient and effective process flow for parts, from assembly 
through shipping. This improvement will also allow us to operationally 
execute the Future Growth in Sales that is surely coming as the front-
end Team executes their Campaign Capture Plans.  In this newsletter 
edition, we will update you on the progress towards this Future State. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
• Old Warehouse Area #1 has been painted and the floors have 

been resurfaced. 
• The Small, Large, and Aerospace Assembly Cells have been 

moved to their new locations, which are beneficially closer to the 
drill and test areas as well as closer to shipping/receiving. 

• New Paint Booths have been installed to support our Future 
State Painting at 90 Taylor. 

• New Material Handling solution has been determined and tested 
which will result in a 50% reduction of handling post-testing. 

UPCOMING MILESTONES 
• Seismic Assembly and Test Area to be painted and the floors 

to be resurfaced in March 2021. 
• Seismic Assembly and Test to be moved by May 2021. 
• Paint Booths to be commissioned by the end of March 2021. 
• Improvements to Shipping and Receiving processes to be 

implemented by April. 
• Future State material and product flow to be ‘tested’ in May 

2021 in order to support Full Rate Production on June 1, the new 
Fiscal Year of 2022. 

It is an exciting time to be an employee at Taylor Devices, as we 
reimagine how we look and how we build, test, and paint the products 
that support our customers every day. 

 

Warehouse area BEFORE improvements 

AFTER improvements 

new PAINT BOOTH install 

ASSEMBLY areas 



 

 

 

 

https://newgdbridge.com/seismic-dampers-protect-the-towers-main-span/ 

GERALD DESMOND BRIDGE 
REPLACEMENT PROJECT 

 
 

Browse our recent 
blog posts directly 
from our website.   

You will find articles 
illustrating a more  

in-depth look into our 
company along with 
featured projects and 

industry-related 
news throughout the 

engineering 
community. 

Seismic Dampers Protect the Towers & Main Span 
Among the high-tech features of the new bridge are the tower dampers that would 
keep the main span road deck from knocking into the towers in both directions (north-
south and east-west) during a seismic event. While it may appear that the main span 
is attached directly to the towers, it is not. It is suspended from the towers, connected 
via the 80 cable stays, and only directly attached to the approach structures. 
There is one set of dampers in each direction. The photo above shows construction 
crews installing the longitudinal damper bracket to the tower and connecting the 
dampers to the bracket. The giant pistons will absorb the movement of the road deck 
during a seismic event and prevent the road deck from banging into the giant towers 
and causing damage. 

These dampers are installed on and below the road deck (see below) and are just one 
of several seismic features to protect the new bridge elements during an earthquake 
to help ensure the roadway remains open. 

 

 
Some examples   

of new 
ORDERS 

FOR LAST QUARTER 

STRUCTURAL 
PRODUCTS: 

Sixty-four dampers for a 
new office building in 

Wellington                           
– NEW ZEALAND 

Seismic dampers for           
two new factory buildings                               

– TAIWAN 
Seismic dampers for a new, 

tall residential building               
– TAIWAN 

Dampers for a school in 
Lima – PERU 

Eighteen dampers               
for a government building in 

Haifa – ISRAEL 
Seventy-four large capacity 
dampers for a new building 

in Tokyo – JAPAN 

AEROSPACE & 
DEFENSE: 

Optic isolation system for a 
confidential monitoring 

system – USA 
Landing gear shock 

absorbers for a spacefaring 
transport system – USA 

Recoil buffers for a 
helicopter-mounted heavy 

machine gun                         
- BELGIUM / USA 

Machined springs for an 
inertial navigation system        

– USA 
Shock isolators for a new 

vertical launch system        
– USA 

Stabilizer assembly for a 
heavy-lift launch vehicle                         

- USA 

The article and photograph        
are taken from the                   

Port of Long Beach website.         
It is written about a new 

replacement bridge, located in 
Long Beach, California which   

opened in October 2020. 

It was built and features            
Taylor Devices’                        

Fluid Viscous Dampers                
to control motions induced by 

seismic events and vehicle loads. 
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